Club Board Revamps Awards Requirements

The Inter-Club Board has completely revised its methods of granting the ICB award. In previous years, the award was given to the organization which best fulfilled the aims of its charter.

Under the new program, the determination is made on the basis of outstanding achievement. If there is more than one organization meeting the requirements, the winner will be given. However, if there should be no organization meeting the requirements, none will be granted that semester.

The winner or winners will be decided by a majority vote of the Board.

Last term, Alpha Phi Omega won the award, and Theatron was the recipient of another citation granted by ICB for the best booth at the Activities Fair.

The winner or winners will be

decided by a majority vote of
the Board.

Agency Approves
PD Building Plan

By Joan Lee Zalinsky

Plans for the new Police Academy at the Baruch School are progressing swiftly since the project was first taken before the City Planning Committee last August.

One and a half million dollars will be spent for the site, which will take up the remainder of the block between 23rd and 22nd Streets, Lexington and Third Avenues, excluding that portion occupied by the two court houses.

Though no time schedule has been set down, President Buell G. Gallagher estimates that it will take at least two years to get the site, and at least six years before work is completed.

Protests have been filed by the 23rd Street Association, and Klubes Restaurant.

Dean Norton, in a report released February 28th, entitled "Additional Requirements" (Continued on Page 3)

Coach Lauds Injured Shorr

Basketball Coach Nat Holman, highlighting the "Beat NYU Rally" declared that the City College basketball squad, "Won't take a step backwards from anybody."

He continued that the club record, (8-8), was an adequate one.

The yearly rally, sponsored by the 45 Club, was MC'd by television announcer Bert Lee Jr., who introduced the graying mentor to a crowd of about 350 students in the Rose Hill gymnasium, thanked the students for remaining in "his corner when the chips were down."

"I want to express my thanks to all the boys and girls who stood by me, win lose or draw," he also commented that the Uptown students never seemed to have the spirit that he found here.

Captain Merv Shorr, Herb Jacobson, Sid Levy, Lou Ber son, and Walt Tannenbaum were introduced and lauded by Holman. Freshman player, Bob Silver was also introduced.
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What Price Safety?

Earlier in the week, the lockers used by the cadet corps were broken into and valuable prizes in excess of $250 in property were taken. What is more, the estate of one cadet was broken and plundered. This is absolutely nothing to discourage an enterprising thief from breaking in the future.

Recently, the watchman surprised the thief in the act of breaking in, but was overpowered and carried off to the guardhouse. The admittance into the building was given by one of the janitors who is employed at the School. This watchman is not entirely reliable and the administration will have to consider the matter with a view to bettering the situation.

The administration at the Uptown Center has employed a number of watchmen at its expense, but if the janitor is not reliable, there will be no security. The janitor is a man employed at the School, so we can put our faith in this situation.

We demand adequate protection.

Swimmers Ready For Met Title Vie

A member of the New York Bar Association will deliver the address of the American Bar Association.

The American Bar Association is to hold its annual meeting in New York City on Monday, June 5th. This will be the first time in the history of the Association that the meeting will be held in the Eastern States.

روف

Law Society To Hear Law Executive Talk

Robert Sendwick

Dear Editor,

I am writing this letter of protest against the treatment we received at the box office for Friday's performance of "The Time of Your Life." We were told that there were no tickets available, but when we arrived at the theater we were able to purchase tickets for the performance.

We demand adequate protection.

Robert Sendwick

Entertainment and the Arts

Fool and Fashion

I don't have a clue to what the Fool and Fashion is. Too many people have been asked to go to this thing, so I'm not sure if it's a good idea.

The Fool and Fashion is a popular annual event that attracts many people. With music in a style changing so often, it's hard to know what will attract them this year.
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City Hoopsters Nipped By NYU In Squeaker

(Continued from Page 1)

Holman's 40 years of basketball knowledge were concentrated into those final seconds. He chose to set up Shorr for a goal, but Merv missed a lay-up with 18 seconds left. Two jump balls followed within the next four seconds and both teams clawed wildly for the ball.

NYU won the second jump and went into a freeze. Jr. Bonis then fouled twice and made three of four charity shots to clinch NYU's seventh win of the year. Lou Berson's basket at the buzzer made it closer.

The game was tense from the beginning. Holman did not start Shorr, the greatest offensive gun in City's history. The Lavender captain was nursing a leg injury in his absence. Shorr's success in Brandeis' 14-4, was never defeated. Dick Susco compiled a 13-7 record in the sabre.

Merv Shorr

“Go-ing”

Here is the way to get to the City-Brooklyn basketball game tomorrow by train.

Take any IRT express to Flatbush Avenue; then take the Flatbush Avenue local to Flatbush Avenue. The gym, located at Ave. H and Bedford Ave., is a few blocks from the station.

Fencers: End Season, 5-2

Winning their last five meets in a row the City College Fencing team wound up with a season's record of 5-4.

Under the expert tutelage of Beaver Mentor Edward Lucas, the fencers beat Fordham, NYU, Princeton, Brooklyn and St. Peters after losing their first two matches to Columbia and Yale.

The foil team, led by Charles Tippins, season record of 16-4 and 8-2, lost to Columbia's 14-6, was undefeated. Dick Susco compiled a 13-7 record in the sabre.

Lavender Will Close Season At Brooklyn

Twenty years ago, Brooklyn College hopefully launched their basketball series with City College. When the teams close out their respective seasons tomorrow night BC's Roosevelt Hall, Avenue H and Bedford Avenue, the Kingsmen will still be seeking their first victory over the Beavers.

The Brooks' chances of stopping City from making it twenty straight against them are quite slim. The Maroon and Gold is 5-11 on the year and has no height. Worth mentioning.

Their tallest man, 6-3½ Soph Barry Brunstein, is perhaps the best all-around player. Brunstein is an able rebounder and can score from inside. Irv Bernstein, Brooklyn's second tallest man, is 6-3. This pair is no match under the boards for the Lavender giants: Sid Levy, 6-8; Ronnie Kowalski, 6-2; "George Jensen, the blond ataman, 6-4; and high-scoring Captain Merv Shorr, 6-4.

However, the Flatbushers can boast good outside shooting. Herb Solomon has a deadly right hand.